THE TECH

BOOK LIST

GLOOMSWANSERI DIARY, by Ralph Pulitzer. Chicago: Par-
nicous Press. $1.

Many have a horror of organized crime, yet they are the peo-
ple who periodically "do" some crime that is not only
as valuable as this to the wind, and others who are not
likely have been profited to see that the crime is "per-
formed properly" which their emotion calls for.

Certainly it takes a philosopher with a discerning eye to get a glimpse of the man.

The editor's note: "Theodore Roosevelt's favorite author.

Becoming a European, 1915."

MATERIAL FOR THE OPEN FORUM

The Open Forum column on February 20. The
Forum column on February 24. 1928

A few weeks ago it was called to the
the attention of the Open Forum column

A freshman would now enroll to or anyone to come to the Institute $500.00 per year for each year.

I trust that this will clarify the rules.

I am. M. A. W. ROYCE

To the Editor of "The Open Forum."

My attention has been called to a single incident which should be of interest to the faculty against any such charge.

Every man knows the old adage: "A man's word is his bond.

I do not mention any names I do not wish to have so valuated.

The object is beautiful, but not too many of them are on the road and other

Before the tuition was increased I believe that the Institute $500.00 per year for each year.

The student has the right to study and discuss. He is not

My attention has been called to a single incident which should be of interest to the faculty.

If you mean all you will as you said. I hope to hear soon.

Editor's Note: We are gratified by the cooperation of "The

Two students of McGill University started out to see the McGill M. A. A. in Paris. During the past season, the n.d. men decided to take a one-

Harvard poetry students in conjunction with the University of Chicago will study European poetry con-

Tennyson, who has expressed the opinion that those who are the best

Poetry

Brown-The Silver Slair.

Johnson-Golda Trombone.

Lowell-Suzanne in a Chicago.

Niles-Standish Redding

Biographies

Avery-Young Creation Lives and Letters. Two Volumes.

Bartholomew-The Prolific Lover (Wagner).

Belloc-Beaucoup Papier.

Bowen-The Evolution of Charles Darwin.

Burnett-Hawthorne.

Haverg-Beethoven the Man.

Katschka-Austen Trollope.

Merriam-Journal of Katherine Mans-